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SPEED & POSITION SENSORS
Intro: It seems that there is more and more information required to be taught in the modern automotive classroom. Each year it becomes increasingly difficult to pack it all in. Something has to go. With
this in mind, you need to recognize that sensors should not fall off the curriculum band wagon. They
are the building blocks of computer control and are virtually in every class area. Whether it is engine
control, CAN Bus, or brakes, sensors are basic and should be taught. 2 areas of sensors are those that
measure speed and/or position.
We will look at 4 different types of speed and position sensors in this handout which loosely follows
the class of the same name. All materials are available under the resources tab of the ConsuLab.com
web site.
During the class we have used the ConsuLab Speed and Position Sensor trainer (EM-200-25).

This trainer has 4 different sensors arranged on a spinning shaft. The shaft can be spun from 0 to 1200
RPM and is adjustable from a front panel switch (7), by a 110Volt motor (5). In addition there is a
switchable 5 volt power supply (8) and individual switches that can “unplug” the sensor (9) for multimeter testing. There are connection points for each sensor where a DMM or a DSO can be connected.
Note: This trainer is a great standalone demonstration unit or it can be used in a student lab situation
for teaching either sensor operation or DSO testing. Normal patterns are included with this handout or
in the PowerPoint presentation.
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The four sensors used are:
1. Passive inductive sensor. This is a CKP (crankshaft Position Sensor) from a 2008 Hyundai Accent.
It is sometimes referred to as a magnetic inductive sensor.
2. Hall Effect Sensor. This is a CMP (Camshaft Position Sensor) from the same 2008 Hyundai Accent.
3. Magneto-Resistive sensor with an internal magnet. This is a front ABS (antilock brakes system)
from a 2008 GMC pickup
4. Magneto-Resistive sensor with an external magnetic strip. This is a front ABS sensor from a 2008
Honda Civic.
Why should you teach sensors?
Speed and position sensors are the building blocks to understanding common electronic devices. They
also allow for the use and training on DMM (Digital Multi Meters) and DSO (Digital Storage Oscilloscopes). Additionally these sensors are frequently out in the weather catching road dirt, salt, water,
snow and ice. They are a source of frequent failures and function from -40 to over 200 degrees F.
Their understanding should be considered basic to many systems.
Let’s look at each one individually:
Magnetic induction or a passive induction sensor.

This sensor generates an AC (Alternating Current) signal. The sensor has a permanent magnetic around
a core of wire. The target gear is a ferromagnetic tooth reluctor which will absorb or concentrate the
lines of force from the magnet. The slots in the reluctor cause the lines of force to change from a
concentrated to an un-concentrated state or move back and forth. When the lines of force move in one
direction we get a plus signal. A minus signal is generated when the lines of force move in the opposite
direction. The coil of wire “sees” this + then – pulse, which is AC.
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Our sensor #1 from a Hundai and should generate a signal like this one shown out of a Hyundai service
manual:

Zero volts is just about in the middle of the screen. The voltages go from zero up to a high of about 5
volts and then switch to below zero at about -4.5V. The spread out pattern to the right of the middle is
caused by a slightly different notch in the reluctor.

WIDER
NOTCH

The large notch is a different width and only shows up once each rotation of the reluctor. The spread
out pattern is caused by this wider notch spinning past the sensor. So the module that is using this
information can count the number of pulses to determine speed and look for the wider notch to determine position.
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These sensor are frequently used as distributor pick-up coils, CKP, CMP, or ABS wheel sensors. They can
be initially tested using an ohmmeter assuming a specification is known. The specification for our sensor is 500Ω - 1000Ω. When we connect an ohmmeter to the two terminals of the disconnected sensor
we get:

0.870 kΩ is 870Ω, so the resistive value of the sensor appears correct. Two notes here: First, do not use
an ohmmeter on a live circuit as your value will not be correct and you may damage the meter. Second
the sensor needs to be disconnected and not functioning.
Here is the pattern off of the EM-200:
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If the air gap is not correct the generation of the AC will not be the same. We can demonstrate a varying air gap on the EM-200. If the air gap is smaller than it should be the pattern will not show as much
AC voltage generated.

Notice that the amplitude or amount of voltage generated has been greatly reduced from 3.5 volts average to 2.5 volts average. If the air gap on a magnetic induction sensor is too great, the signal might not
be strong enough for whatever module is looking for it.

One additional consideration that a magnetic induction sensor has is that its output is proportional to its
speed. When we increase the speed of the reluctor, the output will also increase as this figure shows.
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Notice that the output has increased as the speed increased. Using a voltmeter to measure the output
of the sensor can be done. However, there is little information for the technician to compare against.
Here is the output average at low speeds using the EM-200.

To review, a magnetic induction sensor will produce AC voltage. The voltage will be proportional to the
speed of the sensor and the air gap. A DMM can be used to measure the resistive value and a voltmeter
can measure the sensors output, however the greatest amount of information is in using a DSO. Pattern
analysis can tell the whole story.
The second sensor that we will look at is the Hall Effect sensor from the Hyundai CMP. We must first
realize that this sensor requires power. Most are fed with 5 volts and the EM-200 has an internal switchable power supply. Without the 5 Volts and a good ground the sensor does nothing.

Once power is applied the Hall Effect will generate a square wave DC signal that is different from the
magnetic inductive sensor AC signal. Most Hall Effect sensor have 3 wires: Power (5 volts) ground and
the signal.
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Notice that the signal starts at zero volts indicated by the red horizontal line on the left middle edge.
The signal rises to just about 5 volts and then sharply falls back to zero. This is a digital signal whereas
the magnetic induction sensor was considered an analog signal.
If we speed up the EM-200, more patterns will appear on the screen but the amplitude will not change.

Changing around the air gap does not change the voltage until the sensor produces no output.
Frequently, vehicles will have both a magnetic induction sensor and a Hall Effect sensor. The 2008
Hyundai Accent uses the magnetic induction sensor as the CKP and the Hall Effect for its CMP. If we
dual trace these two over the same period of time, you will see what the module sees. Two patterns:
one AC analog and one DC digital.
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Channel A is Blue and is the analog AC signal. Channel B is red and is the digital DC signal.
We will look at the last two sensors together since they are very similar. Their outputs will look the
same on a DSO. The magneto resistive sensor can have its magnet internal or external in a strip formed
like a reluctor. The principle behind this sensor is the fact that magnetic field can be used to vary the
resistance of a current carrying conductor. Varying the resistance changes the current flow which is
amplified in an IC (integrated circuit) and turned into a square wave that looks like a Hall Effect signal.
This is called the Anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) effect. The output of the sensor is generally
low (between 7 mA and 14 mA).

The voltage is greatly reduced from the typical Hall Effect. Hall voltage is usually around supply voltage
and in the case of the Hyundai was 5 volts. On the magneto resistive our output voltage runs from a
low of about .5 V to a high of 1.5 V.
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Sensor #3 is from a front ABS of a 2008 GMC Pickup while sensor #4 is from a 2008 Honda Civic ABS
system. Remember that the only difference in these two sensors is where does the magnet sit. Is it
internal or in a strip external to the sensor.
The mounting of these sensors is usually on the front strut.
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Again the main difference is in where is the magnet. This picture shows the reluctor of an internal
magneto resistive sensor.

It is virtually the same as for a Hall Effect reluctor. When we look at the external magnetic strip, you
will notice that there are no slots or notches. There are a series of small magnets separated by nonmagnetic material. The sensor rides alongside the strip as this photo shows.
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This photo shows the darker colored strip as part of the trigger or reluctor wheel.
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Finally, teach pattern analysis in your classes. It is helpful to get the students/technicians to distinguish
a good pattern from a bad. Use iATN as a source for patterns. Request permission from the posting
technician and give him credit in your handout. For example here is a known good Ford Taurus CKP.
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Here is a known bad CKP sensor from a Toyota.
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After replacement the pattern changed to:

Patterns taken off of iATN will give you a wealth of information that would be impossible to collect on
your own.
I hope this handout will be of value to you in the future. Teaching some old sensors from a new perspective might just give the students what they need to function on today’s modern vehicle.
Using the EM-200 with its included manual can enhance the experience. The manual contains some
easily understood lab activities for the student. Coupled with iATN patterns for known good and
known bad, the student understanding will be greatly improved.
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